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Abstract

Human error has been identified one of the major factors behind system outages and network downtime in a
number of previous research papers and surveys. Gartner statistics show that almost 40% of unplanned application
downtime is caused due to operator errors such as unintentional changes to network configuration resulting in a
network outage, patch installations, service restart,etc. Yet, system admin activities on production IT systems are
rarely properly logged and monitored. Existing tools to track user activities either produce too much information
without any hints of a potential outage scenario or too little information to be useful in a meaningful way.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of iTrack - a framework for monitoring user activities
and correlating them with system data for fast detection and diagnosis of service outages. iTrack makes use of
commonly available native monitoring and diagnostic utilities on operating systems to monitor systems events as
well as system admin activity, correlates these two sets of information and categorizes the activity as potentially
abnormal or harmful based on their impact on the system in terms of file system, network and memory activities. Our
results confirm that iTrack overhead in terms of CPU time, activity completion time and data generated is within the
tolerance range of most production systems. In cases, where the overhead was found to be unacceptable, we detect
the underlying cause and provide solutions which improve performance by up to 20% to 90%, in terms of managed
sever and iTrack server CPU utilization, respectively and by up to 2 times in terms of completion time of certain
system admin activities on the managed server.

I. INTRODUCTION

Outages of production IT services result in huge revenue or business loss for enterprises. Human error has been
identified one of the major factors behind system outages and network downtime in a number of previous research
papers [1]–[4]. Furthermore, repairing such mistakes has been found to be time consuming [4]. The characteristics
of the mistakes are usually environment specific, but the most common mistakes include software misconfiguration
and improper deployment of new or upgraded software [5]. Gartner statistics [6] show that almost 40% of unplanned
application downtime is caused due to operator errors. Other surveys [7]–[9] have found human configuration errors
to be behind 50-80% of data center outages and network downtime.

Even though the role of human error behind system outages has been emphasized as above, system admin
activities are rarely properly logged and monitored. This further aggravates the problem as the root cause is usually
not detected and both the duration and frequency of the outage increases as a result. There are tools that either
track the problem symptoms (e.g. a network port going down or the death of a critical process or excessive resource
usage) or track all system admin activities (shell history, etc). However, none of these tools correlate these two
sets of information to find out who caused what. Tools to track user activities such as shell history file, audit
trails [10], terminal typescripting using the “script” command [11], or commercial tools such as ObserveIT [12]
either produce too much information without any hints of a potential outage scenario (terminal typescripting, audit
trails, ObserveIT) or too little information (shell history file) to be useful in a meaningful way.

On the other hand, products that offer change management solutions, track configuration changes in the system by
creating a baseline after scanning the entire file system. Configuration changes can be figured out after comparing
with the next system scan report. TripWire [13] is one such product suite. The drawbacks of such solutions is
that it is is not clear how many times a snapshot should be taken and compared with a baseline. Typically many
configuration changes might have been applied between two snapshots. Hence, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact
configuration change that might have led to an outage. Since these tools just report the configuration changes, but
do not report on the user action or process that made the change, a full diagnosis may not be possible.

There is a need to track all system admin actions on a system and the associated side effects of such actions
and correlate this data with potential outage symptoms to be able to quickly detect any potential system outage and
identify its root cause. This will help reduce both length of the outage as restorative action can be taken quickly
after an alert and frequency of the outage since the undesirable side effects of a particular change activity will be
known and recorded, and repeated occurrences will be prevented.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of iTrack - a framework for monitoring user activities and
correlating them with system data for fast detection and diagnosis of service outages. We revisit the various standard
diagnostic utilities provided by Unix like commodity operating systems. We find that most of these utilities provide
valuable information about specific aspects of an operating system but they continue to be used as point solutions
by system admins without a unifying framework that aids the overall diagnosis of an outage. iTrack makes use of
such commonly available monitoring and diagnostic utilities on operating systems. It monitors systems events as
well as system admin activity, correlates these two sets of information and categorizes the commands as potentially
abnormal or harmful based on their impact on the system in terms of file system, network and memory activities or
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

based on their parameter values. It compares the commands and their associated system impact against rules such
as those specified in a firewall policy or a Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) document in order to detect
a possible service outage. We make the following contributions in this paper:

1) We formulate key requirements for a monitoring and diagnosis engine based on our interactions with various
data center system administrators.

2) We present the design and implementation of the iTrack monitoring and diagnosis framework. iTrack makes
use of commonly available monitoring and diagnostic utilities available on most operating systems and does
not require changes to existing infrastructure. This was one of our key requirements and this significantly
reduces the deployment and installation effort required. We describe the algorithms used by our system that
make use of process hierarchy information for identifying processes to be traced and for parsing the trace
data.

3) We evaluate the monitoring and diagnosis overhead of iTrack through various test scenarios. Our results
confirm that iTrack overhead in terms of CPU time, activity completion time and data generated is within
the tolerance range of most production systems. In cases, where the overhead was found to be unacceptable,
we detect the underlying cause and provide solutions which improve performance by up to 20% (in case of
managed sever CPU utilization) and by up to 90% (in case of iTrack server CPU utilization) or by upto 2
times (in terms of compeltion time of certain system admin activities on the managed server).

4) We describe various techniques that we are currently working on to further reduce the performance overheads
of iTrack.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the requirements for iTrack and describes
our methodology. We present the design and implementation of iTrack in Section III. Section IV presents an
evaluation of iTrack. Section V presents an overview of related research. We summarize our findings and give an
overview of our current and future work in Section VI.

II. REQUIREMENTS AND METHODOLOGY

Based on our interactions with various data center system administrators and business unit heads of a large
telecom provider in India, we first came up with some key requirements of a monitoring and diagnosis engine:

• R1. It should have minimal overhead (not more than 10-12%) during regular day-to-day operations. Administra-
tors were willing to tolerate a slight increase in the overhead if it happens only during the change management
window.

• R2. It should not require lengthy and complex installation and configuration, especially on the managed servers
since there are thousands of them in any data center.

• R3. It should work across major Unix* like operating systems without any major changes as the data centers
tend to have various flavors of commodity operating systems (e.g. various Linux distributions such as Red Hat
vs Suse, AIX 5.1 vs AIX 5.3, etc) running on various managed systems.

• R4. It should be able to export a rich visualization of its monitoring and diagnosis in real time which highlights
the potential outage and its associated root cause.

• R5. Entire detection and diagnostic process should be largely automated with little manual intervention required
for creating rules or policies, since the overhead of rule and policy creation makes their use less widespread.

R1 requires that the monitoring and diagnosis engine be designed very carefully so as to keep the CPU, memory
and I/O overheads to minimal. R2 requires that the monitoring and diagnosis engine be inherently plug and play
which can be automatically downloaded and started on the managed servers. R3 is the most challenging requirement
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Fig. 2. iTrack Monitoring Control Flow

since it mandates that the monitoring and diagnosis engine can utilize only those utilities that are found on most
common Unix* like operating systems. Platform independent options such as Java are not much of a help as
they also require a different Java runtime to be installed for each operating system variant and this violates R2.
Furthermore, most Java based solutions tend to have a much higher overhead and thus violate R1. R4 necessitates
real time diagnosis and reporting of the collected data to a set of servers that can be used to create the necessary
visualization.

The above requirements shape our overall methodology and design. R4 mandates that there are a set of centralized
iTrack servers for visualization and reporting. R2 and R3 together motivate our design decision to use a scripting
framework which makes use of common native monitoring and diagnostic utilities available on all Unix* like
operating systems such as “ps”,“lsof”,“strace” or “truss”. These scripts are pushed to all the managed servers
from the iTrack server and can start without requiring any compilation or installation. R1 requires that we keep
polling as infrequent as possible, use heavy overhead monitoring only during change management windows and use
event notification mechanisms whenever available. R5 mandates that we use information available from available
documents such as firewall policy or a Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) document to infer rules.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our overall design follows the standard design paradigm of monitoring systems wherein lightweight monitoring
agents reside on each managed server and periodically send their aggregated data to a set of centralized iTrack
servers which use this data to create real time visualization, reports and alerts for the system administrators (refer
Figure 1). Each iTrack server is responsible for a set of managed servers. Our framework assumes that all servers
in the data center have ssh capability and it configures password-less ssh for the super-user or system admin user
names. This is a one time setup that many system admins implement anyway.

A. iTrack Monitoring Agent

Figure 2 shows the overall control flow of iTrack monitoring. iTrack monitoring agents comprise of perl scripts
that are pushed from the iTrack server(s) to the managed servers by secure copy (scp), either at installation time
or every time the agent code gets updated. In case of an update, the existing agents are first stopped using the
iTrack server. The agents collect their data using commonly found native monitoring utilities such as “ps”, “lsof”
and “truss”. Scripts using “ps” and “lsof” (the Process Tracker and the Port Tracker, respectively) periodically
take a snapshot of current processes and ports and compare this with the last snapshot to find out the new and
dead processes as well as opened and closed network ports and socket connections in a particular polling window.
Polling interval is configurable and a default value of 5 seconds is used. This means that any transient processes
that get forked and killed within a 5 second interval will not be detected by our scripts. This holds true for network
ports and connections as well that open and close within the 5 second window.

Every time a new interactive shell process is detected (by the Session Tracer script), it is assumed that a potential
change window has started and a change can take place on the system. The newly forked interactive shell is traced
using native tracing utility such as “strace” (on Linux) or “truss” (on AIX, Solaris). This tracing helps us detect any
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Algorithm 1 Trace Decision Algorithm
1: new processes← get new process list()
2: i← new processes.length
3: while (i > 0) do
4: pid← getpid(new processes[i])
5: pname← getprocessname(pid)
6: ppid← getparentpid(pid)
7: ppname← getprocessname(ppid)
8: pforktime← getprocessforktime(pid)
9: if ( (pname eq “ksh”) or (pname eq “csh)” or (pname eq “sh”) or (pname eq “bash”) ) then

10: if (file exists(“*ppid*.trace”) then
11: pptracetime← get creation time(“ ∗ ppid ∗ .trace”);
12: if (pptracetime < pforktime) then
13: continue
14: end if
15: end if
16: take process snapshot();
17: take port snapshot();
18: fork daemon and start truss tracing(pid)
19: end if
20: i← i− 1

21: end while

child processes that get forked from this shell or files that get modified or deleted. To keep the tracing overhead low,
only a few system calls such as fork and execve (to detect new child processes); ulink (to detect file deletions); and
open and write (to detect file modifications) are traced. Changes related to networking ports and socket connections
are detected using “lsof” output which is correlated with “truss” output. iTrack also allows a user to disable tracing
of system calls related to file modifications (write and open) if a lot of file activity is anticipated.

The algorithm used for checking if a newly forked process should be traced is given in Algorithm 1. The if
statements in line 10 and 12 ensure that a newly forked process is not traced if its parent is already being traced and
the tracing started before the child was forked, since the child will get traced by the truss process tracing its parent.
In addition to starting the “truss” tracing of a newly forked interactive shell (a new remote session), this script also
takes a “ps” and “lsof” snapshot and sends it to a iTrack server (lines 16 and 17). These two snapshots represent
the system state at the start of change window. These are later compared at the server side with the snapshots
taken at the end of the change window (denoted by death of an interactive shell process which was being traced).
The difference in the process and port state during the change window is compared with the bindings section of
a WSDL (or any other file that contains a list of important processes and ports to be monitored) to detect a web
service outage.

A daemon process is forked off which in turn forks different child processes to trace each of the selected
interactive shells. This is done so that the script can exit after its current iteration, while the truss tracing can
continue in the background. The output of each truss command (for each of the selected shells) is written into files
that are named according to the following convention:
<SessionID>_<TerminalName>_<User>_<PID>_<PPID>_<ClientIP>.trace

The Live Agent script parses the truss output file(s) generated by the SessionTracer script child process(es). The
parsing algorithm is given in algorithm 2 (system calls mentioned here are for AIX, it varies slightly for Linux).
The trace data is correlated with “ps” and “lsof” data based on process hierarchy (PID and PPID) and a tree list
view of commands executed on a given shell along with processes forked or killed, ports opened or closed, and
files deleted or modified is created (refer Figure 3). This data is sent to a iTrack server using HTTP post. Using
HTTP ensures that in case the iTrack servers are outside the firewall, the communication can still work.

In the current implementation we have chosen file based input output for simplicity of design and implementation.
Even though our experiments demonstrate that the current file based I/O has insignificant performance overhead, we
are currently working on replacing the file based input output with named pipes so that inter process communication
(between the “truss” output and the LiveAgent script) can be even faster. Figure 2 also shows an overview of the
tasks performed by the various monitoring scripts to create the real time dashboard.
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Algorithm 2 Trace Parsing Algorithm
Require: Output of “truss” (AIX) or “strace” (Linux) in a file - tracefile
Ensure: a temporary file with a list of the new processes invoked and the command that invoked them as well as file(s) modified/deleted along

with the process responsible for modification/deletion
1: while ((line← getline(tracefile)) 6= EOF ) do
2: if (contains(line, “kfork”)) then
3: (pid, ppid)← extract pid ppid(line)
4: add to process map(pid,ppid)
5: end if
6: if (contains(line, “exit”)) then
7: (pid, ppid)← extract pid ppid(line)
8: remove from process map(pid,ppid)
9: end if

10: if (contains(line, “execv”)) then
11: (pid, ppid)← extract pid ppid(line)
12: (pname)← extract process name(line)
13: line← get next line(tracefile) {truss puts the command string that triggered the process on the next line}
14: (command string)← extract command string(line)
15: write to temp file(“COMMAND”,pid,ppid,command name)
16: end if
17: if (contains(line, “kwrite”))and(error code(line)) == 0) then
18: (pid, ppid)← extract pid ppid(line)
19: (filename)← extract file name(line)
20: write to temp file(“FILEMODIFIED”,pid,ppid,file name)
21: end if
22: if (contains(line, “unlink”))and(error code(line)) == 0) then
23: (pid, ppid)← extract pid ppid(line)
24: (filename)← extract file name(line)
25: write to temp file(“FILEDELETED”,pid,ppid,file name)
26: end if
27: end while

Fig. 3. Real time display of an interactive shell process with command history and system impact

B. iTrack Server

Each iTrack server comprises of a real time dashboard which provides a real time web 2.0 (implemented using
DOJO [14]) based visualization of the entire detection and diagnosis process. The real time dashboard gives a
window into the managed system and displays all current interactive sessions in real time. It also keeps record of
past sessions for up to a week. Each session report, whether current or past, displays each command that was typed
on the interactive shell. It also displays the tree view, mentioned above, highlighting the effects of a command on
the system - processes that got forked as a result of a particular command, files that got modified or deleted by
any of these processes, as well as any ports that were opened or closed. Typically commands will have several
subcommands (child processes). However, very few of them have side effects (network ports or sockets opened or
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Fig. 4. CPU Utilization at the managed server for various test scenarios

closed, files deleted or modified). Most commands (such as “ls”, “grep”,“cd”, etc) will not have any side effects.
Visualization tree highlights all subcommands with side effects in red for easy readability (refer Figure 3). The
user interface also allows the user to filter out specific commands (commands with no side effects such as “ls”,
“grep”,“cd”, etc) from the reports and the visualization tree.

iTrack server code comprises of a set of Java servlets and JSPs that generate alerts which are displayed in the live
session visualization as well sent via Email. These servlets and JSPs together implement the following functions:

• They receive the HTTP POST request from the LiveAgent script and send the relevant data to a user on the
browser client if the user is currently observing the real time dashboard. They also simultaneously store this
data in a JSON file as a past report for the monitoring session.

• If no user is currently observing the real time dashboard, the server directly writes the POST request data to
the JSON file. Other cases such as a user closing his dashboard in the middle of a session or it navigating
away from that page, or a browser crash are also handled appropriately.

• They also receive the process and port snapshots from the Session Tracer script at the start and end of a change
window (denoted by the fork and death of new remote shell process). These two snapshots are compared and
the difference in the process and port state during the change window is compared with the bindings section
of a WSDL (or any other file that contains a list of important processes and ports to be monitored) to detect a
web service outage. Currently we assume that the WSDLs are locally available. We plan to integrate this with
a WSRR or UDDI registry so that WSDLs can be retrieved from them. Once the servlet finds that a particular
port mentioned in the WSDL document matches with a port that has closed during the change window, it
sends out a potential outage email event notification to the user.
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Test Scenario File data
(in KB)

T1 - no system admin activity 19
T2 - web server stop + start 52.4
T3 - app server stop + start 1042

T4 - app server patch installer + patch 23527
T4 - app server patch installer + patch 250.6

(excluding write system calls)

TABLE I
File data generated by iTrack monitoring agent

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now present an experimental evaluation of iTrack. One of the key requirements from section II was to keep
the monitoring overhead low. We evaluated the monitoring overhead of iTrack through a series of test scenarios
that represent system admin activities commonly performed on production IT systems. In all these scenarios, the
polling frequency of iTrack monitoring agent was set to 5 seconds and the test length was 15 minutes. All tests
that involved system admin activities, were repeated twice - once with the iTrack monitoring agent running and
once without it.

1) T1: No system admin activity - In this test, we did not perform any system admin activity and measured
the monitoring overhead on the managed server in terms of CPU and disk activity for a period of 15 minutes.

2) T2: Web server stop/start - In this test, we simulated a scenario where a system admin would remotely log
in to a managed server and restart a running web server. This is a common scenario in production IT systems
to resolve slow response time problem either due to memory leaks or other issues.

3) T3: App server stop/start - In this test, we simulated a scenario where a system admin would remotely log
in to a managed server and restart a running app server. Like T2, this is a common scenario in production
IT systems to resolve slow response time problems.

4) T4: App server install patch installer/add patch - In this test, we simulated a scenario where a system
admin would remotely log in to a managed server and patch an App server. Patching of the App server first
requires installation of a patch installer utility followed by the addition of the patch itself.

The CPU utilization graphs for the above tests are given in Figure 4 and the file data generated is given in
Table I. In the absence of any system admin activity (T1 above), iTrack monitoring agent periodically invokes
“ps” and “lsof” utilities to find new (and dead) processes and ports, respectively. This represents the steady state
overhead of iTrack monitoring agent on the managed server. Average CPU utilization (averaged over a 30 second
window) in this test remained roughly around 11% (refer Figure 4(a). Most of this overhead (around 8% of it)
comes from invocation of “perl” interpreter, and “ps” and “lsof” utilities. The remaining overhead is the correlation
and aggregation overhead of iTrack monitoring agent. There was very little disk read activity and the disk write
activity remained around 30 KB/s. Total amount of file data that was finally generated at the end of the 15 minute
run was 19KB (refer Table I. This means that in absence of any system admin activity, iTrack agent would generate
around 1.8 MB data in a day (24 hours) or 54 MB data in a month. Clearly, the file data generated is minimal and
does not require much intervention from the system admin to prevent the disk from getting full. Furthermore, all
this data is not required at the managed server as the relevant data is sent to the iTrack server periodically and can
be deleted thereafter.

Test scenarios T2,T3 and T4 involved remote logins and interactive shells through which system admin activities
were performed. These interactive shells were traced by the iTrack monitoring agent using “truss”. The output of
“truss” is written to a file, which is parsed by the iTrack monitoring agent and relevant data is sent to iTrack server.
For test scenarios T2, T3 and T4, in addition to CPU utilization, we also measured the completion time for all
system admin activities. These are shown in Figure 5.

In case of T2, the web server stop and start activities are fairly light weight and happen quite quickly. The
average CPU utilization (refer Figure 4(b))remained around 11% (which is the overhead due to iTrack monitoring
in absence of any system admin activities). The file data generated in this test was 52.4 KB. For T3, CPU utilization
graph in Figure 4(c) shows two peaks (of 30% and 60% utilization) that correspond to App server stop and start
respectively. The run with tracing enabled follows these two peaks closely and does not introduce much additional
overhead during these tasks. The completion time graph shows that the completion time for the run with tracing
enabled, increased by around 24% (for App server stop) and 34% (for App server start). The file data generated
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Fig. 5. Comparison of completion times of various system admin activities with and without iTrack tracing

in this test was 1042 KB (nearly 1MB). This is significantly higher than what was generated in T1 and T2 since
these activities do a lot of more work and they were being traced by “truss”.

In case of T4, when tracing is enabled, the CPU utilization shoots up significantly higher (20% and 45% higher
than in absence of any tracing) during the patch installer installation and patch addition activities (refer Figure 4(d)).
The completion times for these two activities are also significantly higher (by 54% and 241%, respectively) as
compared to completion times without any tracing. Even the file data generated is huge (23527 KB - refer Table I).

A quick look at the tracing data revealed that the two system admin activities in this test scenario (patch installer
installation and patch addition) result in a much larger number of write system calls (“kwrite” in AIX). This is
expected since any installation and patching activity involves writing new files to the disk. In this particular test,
these two activities generated 188,648 write system calls. To put this number in perspective, the total number of
write system calls during the App server stop and start activities (T3) was just 1412. Also, the number of fork
system calls in this test were twice the number of fork system calls in T3. Clearly, the large number of write and
fork system calls that are traced resulted in a much higher CPU overhead. Tracing fork system calls is required
for iTrack monitoring in order to track all sub-commands or new processes that may be forked off from a shell.
However, tracing of write system calls is only required if the system needs to track the files that are modified from
a given shell (or any of its child processes). Since, thousands of files may be modified during an installation or
patching activity, this data is not of much use in any case.

We disabled tracing of write system calls and repeated T4. This resulted in significant reduction in completion
times (refer Figure 5). Patch installer installation time reduced from 90 seconds to 75 seconds and patch addition
time reduced almost by half from 84 seconds to 42 seconds (2 times improvement). The file data generated also
got reduced significantly - by almost 94 times (from 23527 KB to 250 KB). However, the CPU overhead remained
almost the same during the first activity (installation of patch installer) and reduced significantly (by 15-20%) only
during the second activity (patch addition). The users of iTrack can choose to disable tracing of write system calls
if they expect heavy installation/patching activity or if they do not really care to track every file system modification
done by a system admin to bring the monitoring overhead down.

Performance evaluation of iTrack server:
We measured the resource utilization of iTrack server for the case where a single web user viewed the real

time dashboard updates from a single managed server. This gives us a sense of how iTrack server would scale in
presence of multiple web users and managed servers.

Figure 6 shows the CPU utilization of the machine hosting iTrack server for the test scenario T4 above (App
server patch installer installation and patch addition). Average CPU utilization on the server reaches close to 100%
during these system admin activities. The reason for this high CPU utilization at the iTrack server lies in the way
it handles incoming data from the monitoring agent. iTrack server gets data from the monitoring agent periodically
and writes it to the disk as a single file in JSON format. However, these disk writes are not sequential. This is
because the iTrack server assumes that it can get a system event for any command for any session that was started
in the past and one which is still executing. With this design, every time the iTrack server gets any HTTP post
data from the monitoring agent, it has to read in the corresponding JSON file and search that file to find out
the appropriate place (JSON node) in the file where it can append this data (based on session id and process id
hierarchy). This is clearly very inefficient and results in the high CPU spikes. We worked on an alternate design
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Fig. 6. iTrack server CPU utilization for test scenario T4

where the entire JSON structure for a session is kept in memory and written to the disk only when the session ends.
With this design, the high CPU spikes go away and average CPU utilization at the server stays around 7% (refer
Figure 6). The memory utilization at the server was around 20MB for keeping this JSON data in-memory. With
this CPU and memory utilization, the iTrack server can easily manage 15-20 managed servers with simultaneous
system admin activity. In practice, manual system admin activity rarely happens simultaneously on more than 20%
of the managed servers. Hence, a single iTrack server can be easily used for tracking system admin activities on
100 managed servers.

The in memory design described above has one drawback - the server hosting iTrack server can run out of
memory if the remote session is too long or there are several concurrent remote sessions (on different managed
servers) of medium length. To prevent such a scenario, we are currently working on a design in which several small
files are created for each subset of data (for example, for a single command). These small sets of data are first
kept in memory for some time before they are written to disk. This would reduce the time taken to read in a file
related to a system event since the file sizes will be kept small. When a remote session ends, all the files related to
that session (corresponding to the different commands that were executed in that session) are merged into a single
JSON file, which can be retrieved as a single JSON report by the web user.

V. RELATED RESEARCH

There has been quite a lot of work on preventing human errors in systems management. It can be broadly
categorized as follows:

• management systems that automate certain tasks [15], [16]
• management systems that guide operator tasks that need to be done manually [17], [18]
• management systems that audit changes to the managed system’s persistent state [19]
• management systems that isolate and validate operator actions before they become visible to the users or to

the rest of the managed system [2], [20]
The most recent work from Oliveira et. al [5] proposes a “mistake-aware” management system called “Barricade”
which continuously monitors operator commands and system state to decide whether it should react to what the
operator is doing. The overall system provides a capability to take the appropriate nodes off-line, recognize the
task being performed, and block that task from being carried out on all replicas if the expected cost of mistakes is
high. The operator actions are allowed to disseminate to the other nodes after they have been tested and verified to
be correct by the management system. The iTrack framework presented in this paper compliments the human error
prevention systems such as barricade in cases when there is not enough test data to predict an erroneous action.

Another related area of work is around recording of user sessions for server [11], [12] and personal desktop
systems [21]. While these tools give a very accurate record of what happened on the system, they are not very
helpful in detecting system outages for two reasons. First, they do not record system level events that occur as
a result of user activities. These system level events provide vital clues to outages and in most cases they also
represent early symptoms of an outage. Second, these systems tend to produce too much data per session and this
makes it difficult to use them in a data center environment with thousands of managed servers. iTrack correlates
user activities with monitored system data to provide an end-to-end diagnosis engine.
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Performance problem determination through statistical analysis of performance or monitoring data from middle-
ware systems [22], [23] or configuration data from network elements [24], [25] (typically referred to as “anomaly
detection”) is an orthogonal area of related research with rich history. Typically these systems rely on statistical
rule mining and changes in configuration or monitoring data to detect any behavior changes in network [24],
[25] or server [22], [23] performance. We view this area of work as one possible area of future research for us.
Outage detection in iTrack is currently largely based on explicit rules such as those found in firewall policies or
WSDL documents. However, this might not work that well for outages that occur as a result of configuration file
changes. Statistical rule mining techniques can be applied to the data generated by iTrack monitoring agents to
learn associations between user activities and their associated side effects and deviations away from the “normal”
associations can be flagged as a potential outage scenario.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we described the design and implementation of iTrack - a framework for monitoring user activities
and correlating them with system data for fast detection and diagnosis of service outages. We formulated key
requirements for a monitoring and diagnosis engine based on our interactions with various data center system
administrators. We leveraged the various standard diagnostic utilities provided by Unix like commodity operating
systems and created a unifying framework that meets our requirements and aids the overall diagnosis of an outage.
iTrack monitors systems events as well as system admin activity, correlates these two sets of information and
categorizes the commands as potentially abnormal or harmful based on their impact on the system in terms of
file system, network and memory activities or based on their parameter values. Our results confirmed that iTrack
overhead in terms of CPU time, activity completion time and data generated is within the tolerance range of most
production systems. In cases, where the overhead was found to be unacceptable, we detect the underlying cause
and provide solutions which improve performance by up to 20% (in case of managed sever CPU utilization) and
by up to 90% (in case of iTrack server CPU utilization) or by up to 2 times (in terms of completion time of certain
system admin activities on the managed server).

We are currently working on a number of enhancements that aim to further reduce the performance overheads of
iTrack as well as make it more automatic and capable of detecting a wider variety of outages. We are working on
replacing the file based input output at the agents with named pipes so that inter process communication (between
the “truss” output and the LiveAgent script) can be even faster. On the server side, we are currently working on
integrating the server with a WSRR or UDDI registry so that WSDLs can be automatically retrieved from them and
compared with the iTrack agent data. We are also working on replacing the current in-memory storage of a system
admin remote session at the iTrack server with a hybrid model where each session is split into smaller sub-sessions
and data for each sub-session is first stored in memory and periodically synced to disk. Finally, we are also exploring
if statistical rule mining can be employed to learn rules about various commands and their associated impact on
the system using the data generated by iTrack agents. Once rules have been learnt, alerts can be generated when
the observed behavior deviates significantly from these rules. Such deviations may be early signs of impending
outages.
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